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About Sandy Harvey 

Sandy Harvey is the founder and President of Exodus Consulting Group, where she 
utilizes her 25+ years’ experience as a Human Resources, Operations, and Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion strategist. She has worked in many industries, including financial 
services, defense, retail, energy, nonprofit, and more. Sandy supports individuals and 
organizations by aligning business processes, platforms, and people to achieve goals by 
identifying diverse and innovative measures. As a student of life and embracer of 
differences, Sandy seeks opportunities to demonstrate that individuals and 
organizations are better collaborators by highlighting our differences. She is committed 
to creating engaged and profitable companies that enhance the lives of individuals 
through professional development and innovation. She provides coaching for 
professionals, leaders, executives, and pastors desiring to achieve greater self-awareness, and realize personal and 
professional goal attainment. As a Certified Diversity Professional, she passionately helps organizations improve 
efficiency by embracing diversity and inclusion strategies.  

Sandy has a Bachelors’ degree in Business and Master of Business Administration in Organizational Management 
from Texas Wesleyan University. In addition, she holds a Master of Arts degree in Evangelism & Church Planting. 
Sandy is certified to facilitate recognized diversity, leadership, and professional development programs and is 
passionate about positively impacting others and supporting organizational transformation. She is skilled in 
administering many behavioral, skill, and competency assessments. Sandy is a sought-after impact storyteller and 
Diversity Disciple seeking to inspire others to turn challenges into steppingstones.   

Sandy’s 100-word bio (approximately) 
Sandy Harvey is a skilled strategist with over 25 years of human resources, organizational development, 
leadership, and diversity and inclusion experience. Sandy is the President & Founder of Exodus Consulting Group, 
a transformational people and process firm. She is a Certified Diversity Professional and expert facilitator working 
with organizations across the country in developing and implementing a human resources and diversity, equity, 
and inclusions strategy. Sandy has several years’ experience of writing policies and procedures, policy manuals, 
and developing training departments.  

As a pastoral, and executive coach, Sandy has facilitated leadership and diversity and inclusion (D&I) strategic 
initiatives for multinational companies. A success visionary and passionate D&I disciple, Sandy incorporates 
metrics and analytics with technology and people – and this solution works!   
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